Product Solutions for the Mining Industry
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ENGINEERING YOUR SUCCESS.
Product Solutions for the Mining Industry

At Parker Hannifin, we understand the concerns facing our mining customers. We know that safety is your number one priority and have the products and services to ensure your team gets the job done safely. We know that reducing downtime and increasing your throughput are also keys to your success. Whether it’s a single product, sub-assembly or total turnkey system, we have the solution that aligns with your needs. So whether you’re working in a drag line or high wall surface mine, conventional underground or long wall mine, Parker is your first choice to engineer your success. Parker is the world’s leading supplier of hydraulic, pneumatic and electromechanical systems and components. Customers in 48 countries rely on Parker for engineering excellence, world-class manufacturing and outstanding customer service to provide comprehensive application solutions that are second to none.

Let Parker become part of your design team. Whether you need to develop new products, redesign existing applications, or design completely new systems, Parker offers unparalleled engineering expertise. As the leader in the motion and control industry, Parker strives to be our customers’ trusted partner.

These relationships are cultivated by listening closely to our customers and repeatedly providing them with value measured in real dollars: saved time, reduced waste, gained efficiency, expanded output and increased profitability.
Energy
It’s the single largest issue facing today’s global economy. While there are efforts underway around the world to develop alternative sources of energy, coal will remain a primary resource for years to come. The world consumption of coal has increased 30 percent over the last six years. In the future, coal production by countries like China, India and Russia could surpass that of the rest of the world combined. This will continue to fuel the needs for companies to be able to mine coal faster and more efficiently by using larger, more sophisticated equipment. This increase in demand will push miners and their machinery to their limits.

Continuous Miners
Continuous miners account for roughly 45 percent of underground coal production. Primarily used in room and pillar mines, these massive machines can remove coal from the seam at a rate of five tons a minute. Keeping these machines up and running requires motion and control products that are durable, environmentally friendly and readily available. Parker products meet or exceed MSHA and MDG41 industry requirements.

Longwall
Longwall mining accounts for about 50 percent of underground production and has a 60-100 percent coal recovery rate. Parker components and systems can be found on the main shearer, pan line, conveyors and the hydraulic roof supports. From supplicated machine controls to leak-free hoses and fittings, Parker is there to increase productivity and safety.

Surface Mining
Machinery used in surface mining varies widely from the equipment used in underground mining. The types of machinery used in strip, contour, open pit, and mountain top removal mining are similar to those used on typical construction sites around the world. Excavators, loader backhoes, dump trucks and power shovels are all at the heart of the action. Wherever the mine is, Parker is there with the people, products and services needed to address your concerns and keep you up and running.

Rock Drilling
Used primarily for placement of explosives, the rock driller utilizes high impulse vibrations to penetrate hardened materials. Parker provides compatible products for drive trams, drill feed circuits and drill rotate functions as well as jacks, dust collectors, blowers, tower raising cylinders and break out wrenches. Durable Parker products mean less downtime and more productivity.
Parker is offering our mining customers the widest array of solutions and services available. Customers can trust that no one knows surface or underground mining like Parker’s staff of highly qualified application and design engineers, innovation teams and our systems-solutions specialists.

By partnering with Parker, our customers can reduce their number of vendors without compromising integrity. Buying from a single source saves both time and money while enabling easier ordering and faster delivery.

The following pages provide a brief overview of the hydraulic hose and fittings solutions and services that Parker provides the mining industry. Keep in mind that while Parker manufactures over one million products, our focus and commitment to mining is unmatched.

**SteckO® Technologie**

The original SteckO® staple connection system was introduced into the mining industry. The unique design enables the connection of hydraulic components, replacing threads or flange type fittings. Further development of SteckO® into the Super SteckO® range enabled higher working pressures and higher flow rates capabilities. The simple to install SteckO® system allows male and female end terminations to be held together by a U-shaped staple. The male connection part has a groove and a seal. The SteckO® male connection part is then located into the female connection part and is secured by staple in the male groove. The result is a safe connection which is suitable for heavy duty applications and can be (de)mounted easy and quick. The SteckO® system reduces the torsion in the hose to a minimum.
Parker Mining Hoses, Fittings, Adaptors and Accessories

Parker’s mining hoses, fittings and adaptors provide a complete, reliable hydraulic package to connect and support the underground mining equipment. All Parker mining hose products combine international approvals with total system integrity and long service life in hostile conditions. Special coatings and carefully selected materials ensure reliability in corrosive environments.

COALMASTER® Mining Hose and SteckO® Fittings and Adaptors

Coalmaster mining hose with 2- wire braid, 4- and 6- wire spiral constructions is the most comprehensive range available to the mining industry. All hoses have been specially designed to meet requirements of a hazardous and harsh environment. Every hose is built and thoroughly tested to ensure they meet or exceed recognized international mining standards. Along with the well known SteckO fittings and adaptors serving all your underground mining requirements.

The range includes:
- Hoses from 1/4” to 2” I. D., MSHA approved
- Pressures up to 45.0 MPa
- Temperatures from -40 °C to +100 °C
- Fittings in steel an stainless steel

2-wire standard
- CM2H
2-wire Super Tough
- CM2HP
4 spiral 4SP
- CM4SPP
4 spiral 4SH
- CM4SHP
6 spiral R15
- CM6R42

Parker's mining hoses, fittings, and adaptors provide a complete, reliable hydraulic package to connect and support the underground mining equipment. All Parker mining hose products combine international approvals with total system integrity and long service life in hostile conditions. Special coatings and carefully selected materials ensure reliability in corrosive environments.

COALMASTER® Mining Hose and SteckO® Fittings and Adaptors

Coalmaster mining hose with 2- wire braid, 4- and 6- wire spiral constructions is the most comprehensive range available to the mining industry. All hoses have been specially designed to meet requirements of a hazardous and harsh environment. Every hose is built and thoroughly tested to ensure they meet or exceed recognized international mining standards. Along with the well known SteckO fittings and adaptors serving all your underground mining requirements.

The range includes:
- Hoses from 1/4” to 2” I. D., MSHA approved
- Pressures up to 45.0 MPa
- Temperatures from -40 °C to +100 °C
- Fittings in steel an stainless steel

2-wire standard
- CM2H
2-wire Super Tough
- CM2HP
4 spiral 4SP
- CM4SPP
4 spiral 4SH
- CM4SHP
6 spiral R15
- CM6R42
General Hydraulic Hose

Largest range of MSHA approved 2-wire braided hoses in standard and compact design, as well as 4-and 6 spiral hose with unique crimping technologies, such as No-Skive, Compact Spiral and Parlock. Combined with a complete fitting offer along with all international recognized connections in steel and stainless steel. Endless combinations of customised hose fittings like jump sizes, specific end configurations, specific drop lengths, fittings-tube combinations, customised prototypes and any batch size upwards from a single piece can be realized.

The range includes:
- Hoses from 1/4” to 3” I. D., MSHA approved
- Pressures up to 42.0 MPa
- Temperatures from -40 °C to +125 °C
- Fittings in steel an stainless steel

2 wire braided Tough Cover
- 301TC
- 462TC

4 spiral Tough Cover
- 722TC

4/6 spiral Compact Spiral Tough Cover
- 787TC
- 797TC

4/6 spiral R13/R15 Tough Cover
- R35TC
- R42TC

6 spiral big bore Tough Cover
- R35TC
- RS35TC
Accessories

Parker offers more of what you need to work smarter, faster and better.
Here you will find accessories (Hose Guards and Sleeves) to support your applications.

Hose Whip Restraint

Safety Restraining System for Pressure Hoses
- Prevents whipping of a pressurized hose in the event of the hose separating from its fitting
- The system consists of two parts – a hose collar and a cable assembly

Hose Guards

Armour Guard (AG)
For extreme abrasion or possible damage from the outside, the corrosion-protected steel flat coil sleeve is recommended.

Spring Guards (SG)
protects the hose cover against abrasion and are constructed of steel wire and plated to resist rust.
Hose Sleeves

Fire Sleeves (FS-F)
Parker Firesleeve is a flame resistant sheath that protects the hose from extreme temperature conditions. Firesleeve easily slides over hoses and readily expands over fitting. When fitting the fire sleeve to hose assemblies with reusable or crimped fittings, a fire sleeve clamp must be used.

Certification
- NF F16-101 (10/88)  
  Classification F1/I2
- NF F16-102 (04/92)  
  Classification F1/I2
- STM-S-001 (c) (10/2006)

Partek®
Nylon Protective Sleeve (AS)
Parker's Partek Nylon Protective Sleeving gives you tough hose abrasion protection two ways. First, per the ISO 6945 specification, Partek has a unique tubular weave nylon construction, Partek “AS” is strong enough to withstand greater than 200,000 abrasion cycles without wearing through the fabric at any location.

In addition, this weave also gives an exceptionally smooth interior wall, allowing rubber hose to move freely inside the sleeve. This provides easy installation and prevents any internal abrasion problems. Partek sleeving is available in either black or yellow and in sizes to fit most hydraulic hose. Partek, the quick and easy solution to hose protection in high-abrasion areas.

Minesleeve (DMS)
Parker Minesleeve offers the best abrasion resistance without adding stiffness to hose assemblies and exceeds the MSHA specifications for flame resistance and flame propagation. Burst tests performed according to SAE J343 on hose assemblies covered with Minesleeve (DMS) show an oil spill retention capability of 7 times greater than similar products. Also suitable for bundling small hose assemblies, tubing or wires.

Hose Shield

Hose Shield (HP-B)
Hose protection shields extend hose life by protecting the hose from abrasion that occurs when hose rubs against other hose, metal or concrete. Parker hose shields are resistant to oil, lubricants, gasoline, most solvents and can withstand ambient temperatures from -40 °C to +150 °C. Easily installed and secured by cable ties without disconnecting any hose lines.

- Use with hose from size -4 up to size -32
- Eliminate hose abrasion on concrete, metal or any rough surface
- Guard against hose deterioration on mobile hydraulic equipment
- Let Parker fill all your hydraulic and pneumatic hose product needs
Improving the Work Place and Saving Energy

Parker is fully engaged in finding ways for the mining industry to increase productivity and profitability and also totally committed to improving the work environment and reducing energy costs.

Parker products are designed and manufactured to prevent fluid leaks, reduce noise and heat, improve fluid cleanliness and condition and remove inert dangerous mine gases.

Parker’s fan drive technology consistently delivers increased engine performance with significant reductions in fuel usage.

When you need a partner to supply machine productivity and safety along with products that enhance work environments and save energy, Parker should be your first and only choice.
Parkrimp® No-Skive System
for fast and leak-free assemblies

The Parkrimp No-Skive system consists of integrated ranges of hose, fittings and assembling equipment and know-how, all of which are:
• Designed and developed together
• Tested and approved together
• Produced and supplied together

In this way Parker also meets the requirements of SAE J1273 and ISO 17165-2, which pay particular attention to matching the hose with the fittings and to their compatibility proven by the manufacturer.

This way Parker can guarantee:
• The highest quality and safety and the longest service life of the final product - to the end users, and at the same time
• The easiest, most efficient and safe production process - to the assemblers.

Parkrimp No-Skive means:
• No skiving tool needed
• No need to remove the cover
• Crimps one-piece fittings
• Parkalign positions the fittings in the dies perfectly every time
• Quick and easy: no gauges to set on the machine
• Portable machines for field repair
• Meets EN safety regulations

The perfect match

The complete system from one source. No-Skive hose, No-Skive fitting and crimping machine with world-wide guarantee and availability.

Parker's colour-coded die sets

No loose parts to mismatch or misplace – die set segments linked together.
Die sets provide 360° evenly applied crimping forces for an ideal crimp result.

Parkalign®

Parker’s exclusive Parkalign® positions the fitting in the dies perfectly every time.
Understanding that breakdowns can be frustrating and costly, Parker developed PTS to help deliver outstanding service when you need it most.

- Unique hose assembly documentation and replacement program
- Increasing the speed, timing and accuracy of your next hydraulic hose replacement
- Tags can contain custom data or replacement options that users can personalize
- PTS ID numbers are unique to every hose, so replacements are always easy and exact
- Bar codes speed product identification

By including a PTS tag on your next hose assembly, you receive your new part:

- **Fast:** Purchase your replacement and have it on-hand before removing the old one
- **Easy:** Replacement by phone or through our PTS Mobile app (launching in 2013)
- **Exact:** Your replacement assembly is made using only the PTS ID on the label. No need to bring your old hose assembly

**Save valuable time**

Visit our site often. It’s the fastest and easiest way to keep up with changing technology and our ever expanding product offering.

---

Parker® HoseFinder
Bring the power of Parker to the palm of your hand.

Parker delivers a customer service option to help you work smarter, faster and better.

The mobile app makes it fast and convenient to search for hydraulic hose products and information on the go.

The app features the STAMP selection process to help you find what you need quickly and easily.

Download yours today at [www.hosefinder.com](http://www.hosefinder.com)

Whatever you do, visit our site often. It’s the fastest and easiest way to keep up with changing technology and our ever expanding product offering.

---

1 **Browse it.** It’s easy to use.
2 **STAMP it.** Use the STAMP search or browse the catalog to find the product you are looking for.
3 **Search it.** Results include all the details you need to make an informed decision.
4 **Find it.** Choose the “Find It” link and you’ll be directed to one of Parker’s 12,000 worldwide distributor locations.

**Save valuable time**

HoseFinder is currently available for iPhone®, Blackberry® and Android™ mobile phones... and at no charge.
Parker Worldwide

Europe, Middle East, Africa
AE – United Arab Emirates, Dubai
Tel: +971 4 8127100
parker.me@parker.com
AT – Austria, Wiener Neustadt
Tel: +43 (0)2622 23501-0
parker.austria@parker.com
AT – Eastern Europe, Wiener Neustadt
Tel: +43 (0)2622 23501 900
parker.easteurope@parker.com
AZ – Azerbaijan, Baku
Tel: +994 50 2233 458
parker.azerbaijan@parker.com
BE/LU – Belgium, Nivelles
Tel: +32 (0)67 280 900
parker.belgium@parker.com
BG – Bulgaria, Sofia
Tel: +359 2 980 1344
parker.bulgaria@parker.com
BY – Belarus, Minsk
Tel: +375 17 209 9399
parker.belarus@parker.com
CH – Switzerland, Etoy
Tel: +41 (0)21 821 87 00
parker.switzerland@parker.com
CZ – Czech Republic, Klecany
Tel: +420 284 083 111
parker.czechrepublic@parker.com
DE – Germany, Kaarst
Tel: +49 (0)2131 4016 0
parker.germany@parker.com
DK – Denmark, Ballerup
Tel: +45 43 56 04 00
parker.denmark@parker.com
ES – Spain, Madrid
Tel: +34 902 330 001
parker.spain@parker.com
FI – Finland, Vantaa
Tel: +358 (0)20 753 2500
parker.finland@parker.com
FR – France, Contamine s’Arve
Tel: +33 (0)4 50 25 80 25
parker.france@parker.com
GR – Greece, Athens
Tel: +30 210 933 6450
parker.greece@parker.com
HU – Hungary, Budaörs
Tel: +36 23 885 470
parker.hu@parker.com
IE – Ireland, Dublin
Tel: +353 (0) 1 466 6370
parker.ie@parker.com
IT – Italy, Corsico (MI)
Tel: +39 02 45 19 21
parker.italy@parker.com
KZ – Kazakhstan, Almaty
Tel: +7 7273 561 000
parker.easteurope@parker.com
NL – The Netherlands, Oldenzaal
Tel: +31 (0)541 585 000
parker.nl@parker.com
NO – Norway, Asker
Tel: +47 66 75 34 00
parker.norway@parker.com
PL – Poland, Warsaw
Tel: +48 (0)22 573 24 00
parker.poland@parker.com
PT – Portugal, Leça da Palmeira
Tel: +351 22 999 7360
parker.portugal@parker.com
RO – Romania, Bucharest
Tel: +40 21 252 1382
parker.ro@parker.com
RU – Russia, Moscow
Tel: +7 495 645-2156
parker.ru@parker.com
SE – Sweden, Spånga
Tel: +46 (0)8 59 75 34 00
parker.sweden@parker.com
SK – Slovakia, Banská Bystrica
Tel: +421 484 162 252
parker.slovakia@parker.com
SL – Slovenia, Nova Mesto
Tel: +386 7 337 6650
parker.slovenia@parker.com
TR – Turkey, Istanbul
Tel: +90 216 4997081
parker.turkey@parker.com
UA – Ukraine, Kiev
Tel: +380 44 494 2731
parker.ukraine@parker.com
UK – United Kingdom, Warwick
Tel: +44 (0)1926 317 878
parker.uk@parker.com
ZA – South Africa, Kempton Park
Tel: +27 (0)11 961 0700
parker.southafrica@parker.com

North America
CA – Canada, Milton, Ontario
Tel: +1 905 693 3000
US – USA, Cleveland
Tel: +1 216 896 3000

Asia Pacific
AU – Australia, Castle Hill
Tel: +61 (0)2-9634 7777
CN – China, Shanghai
Tel: +86 21 2899 5000
HK – Hong Kong
Tel: +852 2428 8008
IN – India, Mumbai
Tel: +91 22 6513 7081-85
JP – Japan, Tokyo
Tel: +81 (0)3 6408 3901
KR – South Korea, Seoul
Tel: +82 2 559 0400
MY – Malaysia, Shah Alam
Tel: +60 3 7849 0800
NZ – New Zealand, Mt Wellington
Tel: +64 9 574 1744
SG – Singapore
Tel: +65 6887 6300
TH – Thailand, Bangkok
Tel: +662 186 7000-99
TW – Taiwan, Taipei
Tel: +886 2 2298 8987

South America
AR – Argentina, Buenos Aires
Tel: +54 3327 44 4129
BR – Brazil, Sao Jose dos Campos
Tel: +55 800 727 5374
CL – Chile, Santiago
Tel: +56 2 623 1216
MX – Mexico, Apodaca
Tel: +52 81 8156 6000

European Product Information Centre
Free phone: 00 800 27 27 5374
(from AT, BE, CH, CZ, DE, DK, EE, ES, FI, FR, IE, IL, IS, IT, LU, MT, NL, NO, PL, PT, RU, SE, SK, UK, ZA)